
  

Dreaming of a 
White and Gold Winter

KOKET is setting the trend for the new season with a luscious combination of purity and opulence as 
personalized in exclusive white and gold design pieces, to bring glamour to the most exquisite and 
curated home interiors.

White&Gold
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KOKET’s long list of Guilty Pleasures make our opulent designs the trendsetters in every season, and this 
winter is no exception. The iconic Chandra Chair looks just as daring and bold in a luxurious combination 
of the most exquisite white satin upholstery and polished gold frame, beckoning to be the spotlight of any 
room. The plump curves of the Besame chair look angelic in pure white lux velvet, puckered atop the 
golden halo of the round base. 
The whimsical Spellbound Cabinet, with its metal aged brass organic lace, will bring a floral inspiration to 
a more feminine winter, while Colette Sofa, in its new shape with detailed feet, has the best of Parisian 
inspiration to create glamourous living rooms. The romantic Kiki side table continues the Parisian style 
room decoration to give a sassy but stylish look with its polish brass hoops and iris floral tips supporting 
a bronze glass top. 
Then, who can forget the love affair with the most exquisite jewelry for your home. Mandy Stool tells a 
love story where design and jewelry unite to create a luxury piece that can awaken an incontrollable 
desire. And the crème de la crème, the stunning Eternity Chandelier composed of Swarovski crystals, 
wrapped one-by-one in striking golden rings, creating a magical twinkling light that dances around the 
room. 
KOKET is dreaming of a white and gold winter. Are you? 

The luxury design brand KOKET is setting the trend for the chilly winter season. Our sights are set on a 
white and gold winter where glamour, opulence and elegance are the main words. Glamourous home 
interiors will see winter in a new light, combining the soft purity of snow with the gleaming luxury of gold. 
Straying away from the typical use of dark colors during the coldest seasons, KOKET took a new approach 
and launched a new line using the purity of snow as an inspiration. KOKET’s luxury is present in the most 
exquisite fabrics, shimmering crystals and of course, our golden touch.
Our new selection of pieces can decorate any room in a house that is looking for a new dramatic look for 
winter. These empowering statement pieces are sure to seduce with their provocative designs and finest 
finishes. 

WELCOME TO A 
WINTER WONDERLAND 
OF LUSCIOUS GUILTY 

PLEASURES
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Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the notoriously risqué
ad campaigns, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to create highly
desirable empowering statement pieces.

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty Plea-
sures & Exotic Opulence Collections. Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery, 
exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which will mesmerize with their magical
mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.

KOKET’s savoire faire is intoxicating. The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers
who leave no detail or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers are a group of exception-
ally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Janet’s creative eye
and almost fanatic strive for perfection. The brand is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled
individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the
collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail stores.

KOKET - The brand


